
Unlock the Secrets of Shibari with 'More
Shibari You Can Use'

Step into the World of Shibari

Are you fascinated by the art of shibari, the Japanese art of rope bondage?
Do you want to explore the world of suspension and bondage, but don't
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know where to start? 'More Shibari You Can Use' is the ultimate guide for
anyone looking to delve into the intricacies of this ancient art form.
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This comprehensive guide provides step-by-step instructions, expert
advice, and stunning photography to empower you in the art of shibari.
Whether you're a beginner looking to learn the basics or an experienced
practitioner seeking to expand your skills, 'More Shibari You Can Use' has
something for you.

Unlock the Power of Ropes

Shibari is all about the skillful manipulation of ropes. 'More Shibari You Can
Use' introduces you to a wide range of ropes and their unique properties.
You'll learn how to choose the right rope for your needs, how to tie secure
and comfortable knots, and how to create intricate patterns with different
types of ropes.
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With clear instructions and detailed illustrations, you'll master the art of rope
handling and be able to create beautiful and safe shibari ties.

Explore a Variety of Techniques

'More Shibari You Can Use' covers a wide range of shibari techniques, from
basic ties to advanced suspensions. You'll learn how to create elegant body
wraps, comfortable wrist and ankle ties, and stunning rope sculptures.

The book also provides detailed instructions on how to safely perform a
variety of suspensions, including single-point and multiple-point
suspensions. With expert guidance and step-by-step photos, you'll be able
to explore the world of shibari suspension with confidence.

Master the Art of Safety

Safety is paramount in shibari. 'More Shibari You Can Use' emphasizes the
importance of safety throughout the book. You'll learn how to properly
assess your partner's body, how to tie secure and comfortable knots, and
how to monitor your partner's well-being during a shibari session.

With clear guidelines and expert advice, you'll be able to practice shibari
safely and responsibly.

Stunning Photography and Expert Advice

'More Shibari You Can Use' is not just a book of instructions; it's also a
work of art. The book features stunning photography that beautifully
captures the essence of shibari. Each photograph is carefully staged and lit
to showcase the intricate details of the ropes and ties.



In addition to the photography, the book includes expert advice from
experienced shibari practitioners. They share their insights on safety,
technique, and the art of shibari as a whole. Their knowledge and
experience will guide you on your journey to becoming a skilled shibari
artist.

Free Download Your Copy Today

If you're ready to explore the world of shibari, 'More Shibari You Can Use' is
the perfect guide for you. Free Download your copy today and unlock the
secrets of this ancient art form.
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Immerse Yourself in the Enchanting Realm of
Nora Roberts' Three Sisters Island Trilogy
Prepare to be captivated by the spellbinding world of Nora Roberts'
Three Sisters Island Trilogy, a captivating series that weaves together
romance, suspense,...

Unleash the Explosive Action of Going Ballistic
Combined Operations!
Prepare for an Adrenaline-Fueled Journey into the Heart of Combat Get
ready to immerse yourself in a world of intense action, high-stakes...
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